pendence is worked out for ergodic transformations on a Lebesgue space.
Examples are given on the behavior of the deterministic part of an ergodic transformation.
In this note we suppose that T is an ergodic automorphism of a Lebesgue space (Í2, F, p). We let a, ß, y,. .. denote finite or countable partitions of X of finite entropy, i.e. -2{p(A)l0g /x(A)|A e a] < <». We let a V /3 denote the common refinement of a and ß, a~ = V ■_ i T~la, aT = V-_oo T'a and a' = A . > AT~la~.
Of course a", a^., and a are generally uncountable partitions. We let Ü, $, C,_, U , (lT, etc. be the (7-algebras corresponding to a, ß,y,..., cl~, a-, etc. See [4] for the details of this correspondence , as well as the justification of the basic entropy computations which we make. We let J\(cL\ß) be the conditional entropy of a given ß; we let h(a) = h(a, T) = K(a|a~), and we let e and v be the partition into singletons and the partition f-Q} respectively.
It is well known that partitions a and ß of finite entropy are independent if and only if K(a V |8) = K(a) + H(/3). One method of proof is to write the conditional entropy formula K(a V ß) = H(a|/S) + K(/3), and then to show that K(a|/3)= H(a) if a and ß ate independent (using the strict convexity of r¡(x) = -x log x). if a = v and h(ß) = 0. In this note we will show that a^ and ßT ate independent if and only if h(a V ß) = h(a) + h(ß) and a' and ß ate independent. We will make some observations concerning the mapping a -» a .
We will need the following lemma; the proof appears in [l, Lemma 2.2].
Lemma Proof. It is well known that the independence of aT and ßT implies the independence of all coarser partitions (such as a and ß ) and the addition of entropy, so we must only establish the converse.
We first assume ß' = ß~ i.e. h(ß) = 0. This implies Tkßn < ß' and, since a'and ß' ate independent, K(Tkßn) = V<(Tk ß Ja') = U(TkßJa~) for all k and 72. Then K(Tfe¿3jT'a-) = K(Tk->ßn\a-) = KiTk''ßJ = Ji(Tkßn).
Let j -> + 00 and we find }((TkßJaT) = K(Tkßn), and we conclude Tkßn is independent of a™, for each k and 72, which implies ßj. is independent of aT.
We now drop the assumption that h(ß) = 0. folklore, but which we did not find in print.
Theorem 2. // aT and ß are independent then (a V ß)''= a' V ß'
(mod 0).
Proof. We will work with the corresponding algebras. 
